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Achievements*
Updated more than 160,000 PNC records

ACRO has:
Exchanged more than

61,000 convictions

across the world for foreign

nationals subject to criminal proceedings in the UK.
Obtained information on foreign previous criminal convictions that can help police

investigating UK crimes for one in every three requests made by officers.
Actively sought

conviction information for individuals extradited from
the UK. This information is added to the PNC and Immigration
Warnings Index where appropriate to prevent return. 1,400 of these entries
have been made to date.

with information

processed by ACRO.

Added more than 2,000 offences to the PNC on behalf of non
police agencies supporting investigations and the courts.
124,000 PNC enquiries supporting local
enforcement agencies.

Conducted more than

Violent and Sexual Offenders Register (ViSOR)
records of more than 300 UK sex offenders living outside of the

Managed the
UK.

obtain criminal records
information of UK nationals imprisoned overseas, so that it can

Worked with Government agencies to

Submitted 3,580 intelligence logs to forces regarding criminal activity
including violent and sexual matters.

be entered on to the Police National Computer (PNC).

Processed more than 30,000 Subject Access applications
on behalf of forces for PNC information, ensuring members of the public can access
the information held about them by police and saving

Back Record Converted
records reducing the financial
million to date.
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7,000 historic microfiche
on forces by more than £2.1

more than
burden

forces £750,000.

*figures relate to the 2013/2014 financial year

Checked 4,700 foreign nationals within the prison population against
Interpol databases to identify more than 300 subjects wanted in
other countries.

Posted staff to Interpol, Europol and the National Crime Agency (NCA) to
research every foreign national offender who comes to the notice
of ACRO against the relevant databases.
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“

Foreword Sir Hugh Orde

Maintaining the safety of our communities is at the very heart of policing. That we continue to
achieve this with overwhelming public support is a testament to the leadership and professionalism
displayed by all police staff and especially those at the visible frontline.
Of course, improved performance with less financial resources requires the service to capitalise on
those areas that are best delivered nationally. That is why I have been so keen to ensure that the
Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) Criminal Records Office (ACRO) has continued to develop
its influence on a national, european and international level. We require the very best information
about criminals, especially at a time when movement across borders has never been easier. Make
no mistake, those who perpetrate the most significant and abhorrent forms of crime against our
communities in general, and the vulnerable in particular, will use every opportunity to evade detection
and being brought to justice. In doing this, they will use false documents, numerous names, travel
extensively and seek frequent employment.

President of ACPO

ACRO is at the centre of working with police colleagues and partner agencies to ensure that the best
information is available to enhance the accuracy of criminal records, biometrics and intelligence. This
is not just about foreign nationals who come to our country with the intention of committing crime
but also UK nationals who commit crime abroad.
I have been determined to sustain the ability of ACRO to enhance our knowledge in this area and
Information Sharing Agreements with countries as diverse as Albania, Jamaica, Ghana and the British
Caribbean Overseas Territories demonstrates progress that has been made.

- Sir Hugh Orde
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Initiatives such as the production of the International Child Protection Certificate (ICPC) with the
NCA’s Child Exploitation and Online Protection (CEOP) Command have seen a huge growth in use
with over 900 bodies around the globe using the service. This is complimented by the management
of the United Kingdom Central Authority (UKCA) by ACRO focused principally on offenders across the
European Union. In addition, ACRO has worked closely with the Metropolitan Police and Immigration
Service on the delivery of Nexus. This is aimed at checking every foreign national subject of arrest;
when nearly 200,000 foreign nationals are being arrested across the UK every year the burden of
checking all of this is immense.
I would like to once again thank the Chief Constable of Hampshire Constabulary, Andy Marsh, who
has now accepted the delegated responsibility for delivery of the UKCA and also the Police and
Crime Commissioner for Hampshire, Simon Hayes, for his significant support in hosting ACRO as a
national body. It is my pleasure to commend this 2013/14 Annual Report to you.

“

“ACRO is at the centre
of working with police
colleagues and partner
agencies to ensure that the best
information is available to enhance
the accuracy of criminal records,
biometrics and intelligence.”
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“

This has been an exceptional year for ACRO.
Our focus has been on enhancing the safety of our communities not only here in the
UK but also around the world. We have done this by proactively facilitating better
exchange of criminal conviction history of UK nationals and also
promoting better structures for fingerprints and biometrics
in a number of our priority countries overseas.

“

I want to record my appreciation for all the
staff and the leadership of my top team led by
Superintendent Paul Brooks.

Ian Readhead
Chief Executive and
Director of Information
ACPO
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“

Having taken over the Head of ACRO position in August 2013, I have been impressed
with the efforts and achievements of ACRO staff. Our focus remains on protecting the
public by making sure the range of services we provide to customers is both accurate
and timely. The intelligence we provide the police and law enforcement bodies has
led to many arrests and convictions of those trying to harm our communities. This is
an area my Senior Management Team and I will continue to focus our resources on.
The range of services you will read about in this Annual Report is focused on protecting
people - not just here in the UK - but around the world. It is clear that criminals do not
respect national borders and take advantage of these to enhance their offending. We
are working with a large number of countries to develop and
share best practice, which will assist effective data sharing
in order to make it far more difficult for criminals to hide
from their previous offending history.
It is clear that the Police Service needs to maintain
delivery with fewer resources and we have worked
hard to provide services which reduce the financial
burden on forces. Our focus last year and for the
future is to develop the delivery of services through
more efficient use of resources and technology.
This will be challenging for all my staff but I know
we can achieve this and still maintain the ‘can do’
ethos that we are known for. As my predecessors
have said before, all of our successes this year have
been through the hard work of my staff and I am
very lucky to have such fantastic people.

“

Opening Statements

Superintendent
Paul Brooks
Head of ACRO
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Introduction

ACRO is a national unit with responsibility for a number of functions relating to criminal record
management.
Operating under the host force model in Hampshire, its work focuses on ensuring public protection
and delivering services and assistance to police and law enforcement agencies.
The range of services ACRO provides is growing all of the time as criminals develop more
sophisticated methods of committing crime and evading prosecution.
ACPO’s Chief Executive and Director of Information, Ian Readhead, has responsibility to deliver
the ACPO Criminal Records Office on behalf of Chief Constables’ Council. The Head of ACRO is
Superintendent Paul Brooks of Hampshire Constabulary.
Within the 2013/14 financial year, 6,780 International Child Protection Certificates (ICPC) were
issued, helping to protect children around the world.

“ACRO is conducting really
critical work in protecting
people not only in this country
but also abroad.”
- Mr Simon Hayes,
Hampshire Police and Crime
Commissioner

103,006 Police Certificates were produced to assist Embassies in deciding who to allow through
their borders.
Staff dealt with more than 59,469 requests from police officers for conviction information
relating to foreign nationals. This information helped secure convictions against travelling
offenders who pose a threat to communities in the UK.
A total of 232 serious offences were added to the PNC by staff converting 7,036 historic records
onto the PNC to ensure information is available to the police and disclosure community.
30,423 Subject Access applications were processed on behalf of police forces in England and
Wales to ensure members of the public could access information held about them.
All of this work is conducted by a relatively small workforce of just over 250 people based in
Hampshire.
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Keep communities safe

Central to ACRO’s mission statement is a commitment to keep communities safe. This is achieved
through services that protect communities from criminality and ensure those with convictions
are correctly managed.
ACRO works to prevent foreign national offenders from travelling across international
boundaries, committing crime without their criminal history being known. The International
Criminal Conviction Exchange Unit (ICCE) is able to obtain conviction information from other
countries to support UK investigations and criminal proceedings. This two-way process is critical
to protecting communities from local ‘known’ offenders as well as those who are just transitting
the country.

One in three
requests sent to EU
Member States for conviction
information uncovers

previous convictions.

ICPC ensure those applying to work with children overseas are appropriate for this kind of work.
ACRO works with the NCA - Child Exploitation and Online Protection Command (CEOP) to help
employers make informed decisions about the people they employ. ICPCs are used by over 900
organisations in 79 countries.
The Intelligence Unit gathers and disseminates intelligence to police forces and law enforcement
agencies. This helps keep communities safe by creating as full a picture as possible for police
officers solving crime at both a local and national level. During the reported period, the unit
submitted 3,580 pieces of information to UK police forces.

Case study
In 334 instances
applicants for ICPCs had

previous criminal
convictions recorded
against them.
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Information relating to
65 people identified
as wanted was passed to
police forces in April 2014
enabling them to prevent
further offending and
ensure effective criminal
justice.

A sex offender, originally from East Timor, naturalised himself as a Portuguese national resulting
in the ability to move freely across the EU. He was living in Northern Ireland, having previously
been deported from Canada.
The man ignored travel restrictions placed upon him as a result of his sex offender status. His
intention to travel came to notice when he applied for a Police Certificate*.
ACRO’s Intelligence Unit was able to alert authorities in Northern Ireland and the man received a
six-week prison sentence for failing to notify the police of his intention to travel.
*For more information on Police Certificates, please see page 21.
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Effective and responsible records management is critical to
ensuring that the correct information is available to police
officers when they need it. It is also central to ensuring
Approximately 300
that public confidence in the Police Service and its ability
offenders who have
to store and use sensitive personal information is upheld.
committed serious crimes
such as murder and rape are BRC’d
ACRO has a dedicated Criminal Records team that works
onto the PNC for the first time by
on projects of national importance that are linked to
ACRO, ensuring that they can be
the management of criminal records. Part of this work
properly managed by
involves writing national guidance to assist police forces
their local force.
and law enforcement agencies in ensuring that records
are correctly managed and used responsibly.

Provide an effective
and responsible records
management service

Staff in the Criminal Records Team have the additional responsibility of
managing applications for the early deletion of biometric information in
accordance with the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012. They issue the
reference numbers that initiate force processes around the Exceptional Case
Procedure. Both of these functions help to ensure that if forces are holding
information that is no longer required, it can be removed from police
systems and where necessary, associated biometric information

As well as removing information that should no longer
form part of police records, ACRO works to ensure that
information that should be stored is obtained to assist
in police investigations. Part of this work includes the
Back Record Conversion (BRC) of historic microfiche
records predating 1995. This helps to ensure that police
investigating crime within our communities have access
to the most accurate and complete repository of conviction
data possible.
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ACRO assisted in the
removal of DNA and/
or fingerprints from

260 PNC records as a
result of 584 Exceptional
Case Procedure
applications.
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Deliver operational benefits
to policing

During times of funding cuts, the services that ACRO provides to assist forces have become
more important than ever and ACRO is working to expand these and improve the service it
provides further.
One of the key areas in which ACRO provides operational benefits to policing is through
the ICCE Unit, which enables police officers to find out whether foreign nationals involved
in criminal proceedings have convictions in their home countries. This information not only
enables officers to make informed decisions but also can be used by courts when sentencing.
Information sent to the UK by foreign authorities in relation to crimes committed by UK
nationals overseas is also added to the PNC to ensure that a complete record of their
offending history is held.
ACRO also provides a centralised Subject Access service allowing members of the public to
find out what information is held about them on the PNC. This work was previously conducted
by forces but has mostly been centralised in a bid to reduce the administrative and financial
burden on forces. During the reported period 99% of Subject Access applications were
completed within the 40 day statutory time limit. This service is provided by ACRO which
means real savings are delivered at force level.

3,580
intelligence logs
were sent to police officers
and government agencies to
help them protect

the

communities they
serve.
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ACRO saved

£1
contributed by police
forces, services worth
£2.70 are returned by
For every

forces more than
£750,000 through the
centralised Subject
Access service.

ACRO.
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All of the work conducted at ACRO helps to support the criminal
justice system and ensure that those who choose to commit crimes
are brought to justice and prevented from causing further harm to
society. While this is often through the provision of intelligence
information or information relating to foreign offences, there are a
number of other services that ACRO provides to meet this objective.
Within the UK there are a number of Non Police Prosecuting Agencies
(NPPA) that are able to bring prosecutions but cannot generate the
Arrest Summons Numbers (ASNs) needed for cases to be tracked
through UK court systems. ACRO generates these numbers on behalf
of agencies including the Environment Agency and Civil Aviation
Authority and updates the PNC with any resulting prosecution. This
ensures that full offending history is available to the courts for
sentencing and any future cases.
Staff within ACRO’s International Development Team are working to
encourage police officers to obtain foreign conviction information for
all foreign nationals who come to notice. This information not only
ensures that officers have a full picture when dealing with individuals
who may be violent or have a history of absconding, but also aids UK
courts when sentencing.
In September 2013 Operations staff concluded work to ensure that
DNA samples were taken from individuals who have a criminal record
but no confirmed DNA profile. ACRO co-ordinated work to assist forces
in identifying individuals for whom no DNA profile was held. Forces
were then able to arrange for a sample to be taken and a profile
added to the National DNA Database. This work resulted in 6,924
people being sampled and means that if those individuals offend
in the future, more complete information that could help secure a
conviction is available to police officers and the courts.

Support
criminal justice
processes

The NPA team created

2,102 ASNs on behalf
of NPA’s.
During 2013/14

6,924 convicted
offenders were sampled
under Operation

Nutmeg resulting in more
complete information for police
officers investigating

crime.
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17,854 police
officers and staff
completed ACRO’s
“Requesting Foreign Convictions”

e-learning package which
helps officers to understand
the process of obtaining
foreign conviction
information.
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Under Section 7 of the Data Protection Act 1998,
every member of the public has the right to find
out what information is held about them by
organisations including the police. This is known
as Subject Access and ACRO provides a response
service on behalf of most police forces in England
and Wales. This service was previously provided by
individual forces and has been centralised to ease
the financial and administrative burden on forces.

Meet the legitimate
information access needs
of the public

ACRO’s Police Certificates Team processes more
than 100,000 applications from people for visa and
emigration purposes every year. This process not
only helps inform embassies and high commissions
so that they can decide who to give access to,
but also enables ACRO to ensure that those with
pending prosecutions are prevented from leaving
the country. Where an impending prosecution
is detected, information is passed from Police
Certificates to intelligence staff who liaise with
colleagues in force to advise of an individual’s intent
to leave the country.
In a similar vein, certificates that prove that an
individual is suitable to work with children overseas
are produced by staff working with the NCA’s CEOP
Command to produce ICPC’s.
The production of these services in an accurate
and timely manner ensures that ACRO meets the
requirements and expectations of customers and is
essential to meeting the legal requirements of the
Data Protection Act.
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Staff enabled
30,423 members
of the public to find out
what information the
police hold about them
on the PNC.

In April 2014,

924 ICPC
checks included 95
instances where a
criminal record
existed.

Customer
Services staff help
members of the
public, dealing with more
than 500 incoming
telephone calls each
day.
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ACRO strives for excellence in every service it provides. With a rapidly expanding
staff base, many of whom are trained in the use of multiple police databases, the
need to apply standards of excellence to its work is paramount. All staff working with
the PNC have to complete mandatory PNC training. The national pass rate for this
is set at 70% but ACRO has an 80% pass grade with contingency steps in place to
support and retrain any students who fail to attain the grade and ensure high levels
are maintained.

Be recognised as a centre
of excellence

Due to the nature of the work conducted at ACRO many of its staff are specialists
in their field of work. As a result of this, a number of departments, including staff in
Criminal Records, International Development and Operations, have an advisory role.
This involves working with partner agencies as well as advising the Home Office on
matters relating to the management and maintenance of criminal records.
In addition, staff have taken responsibility for helping forces to understand the
importance of obtaining previous conviction information for foreign national
offenders. As a direct result of efforts in this regard, the number of requests made
by police officers for foreign conviction information has increased by 62% during the
financial year.

graded “Excellent”
by Her

Majesty’s
Inspectorate of
Constabularies for PNC
compliance.
ACRO staff

contribute to
national policing
groups including FOI and
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Records Managment Portfolio,
Information Managers in the
Police Service (IMPS) and the
PNC Information Access
Panel (PIAP).

ACRO continues to
place great importance on
monitoring the access staff have
to police databases. Integrity
checks are carried out to ensure

that staff are compliant
with
legislation, guidance and
service level agreements and that
policies and procedures are
maintained.

“

The ACPO Criminal Records Office (ACRO) story is one of success. From an ACPO
decision in 2006, supported by the Home Secretary, to centrally organise the
management of criminal record information and improve the links between
criminal records and biometric information, ACRO has constantly grown its service
offerings and demonstrated itself as being the national centre of excellence for the
management of criminal records.

“

ACRO has been

The result has been to better protect the public, both in the UK and overseas, from
convicted criminals as new conviction information is added to the UK Police National
Computer (PNC) and overseas criminal conviction databases.
– Menzies Report April 2014
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Due to the nature of foreign travel becoming easier and
more accessible to all, criminals are becoming increasingly
transient. New ways to tackle criminal behaviour, recognise
patterns in offending and manage known offenders
effectively are having to be adopted all of the time. ACRO
works to assist efforts in this regard not only through
existing service, but through the expansion of services it
is able to offer.
In 2013 ACRO appointed a Senior Service Development
Officer to ensure that any additional services ACRO is
able to provide to assist in the protection of communities,
reduction of crime and deliverance of justice are
developed. The main areas that ACRO is looking to expand
are the management and dissemination of criminal record
information and associated intelligence and the exchange
of criminal record information with other countries.

Work is underway to
develop conviction

Develop and expand
services

checks on behalf of
seven new agencies.

Staff
numbers
increased 25%

200 to 250
people as services
expanded in

from
ACRO is always looking for opportunities to improve
existing services and ensure it meets the needs of end
users. A programme of works due to be finalised in the
2014/15 financial year, will see applicants being able
to make a police Subject Access request online for the
first time. This will dramatically improve accessibility for
members of the public and will help to ensure an excellent
service is delivered.
Over the next three years, staff will be visiting a total
of 40 countries made up of those that ACRO hopes to
create information sharing agreements with for the
exchange of criminality information and biometrics. A
number of countries that ACRO hopes to develop closer
relationships with have also been identified.
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2013/14.

During 2013/14
ACRO staff visited

14 countries to
establish/build upon working
relationships and close in
on cross-border

offending.
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Enhance public
safety

The Cayman

Islands took on
Police Certificates from
January 1, 2014.

ACRO works to ensure that public safety can be enhanced through information sharing, record
management and assessment of the threats posed.
The ICCE Unit working on behalf of the Home Office helps to ensure that criminals convicted of
serious crimes are prevented from returning when extradited from the UK. Foreign conviction
information is obtained and shared with the UK Border Force so that informed decisions can be
made to allow or refuse entry to the UK.

150 countries are
now using Police Certificates
to ensure that they can make

informed decisions about
who they let cross their
borders.

Staff within the organisation’s Intelligence Unit are currently working to implement an annual
assessment that will identify national and international threats, risks, harm and vulnerabilities
posed by foreign national offenders in the UK. This will enable UK police officers to correctly
manage those considered to be a threat and mitigate against the harm they pose to communities
within the UK.
Violent and Sexual Offenders Register (ViSOR) analysts work to identify and trace UK nationals
who have been convicted of sexual offences overseas to ensure that they are placed on the
appropriate registers and made subject to reporting conditions with their local police force. At the
time of writing this report, the records of 322 UK nationals were being managed by ACRO. The
records of foreign sex offenders who come to the notice of UK police are also managed in this way
to protect those who may be vulnerable within the community.

Case study
A foreign rapist was prevented from entering the UK twice following disclosure of his convictions.
The Romanian was arrested in January 2014 for shoplifting, and police requested convictions from
his home country via ACRO.
Several thefts and a rape were returned and added to the PNC to ensure appropriate UK
management. Intelligence logs were sent to police, and a locate/trace marker was placed on the
man’s file to ensure registration could be completed if he returned and markers were added so
that if he left the country and tried to return, he would be refused entry.
This was brought into action when he arrived at Luton Airport in March. He was refused entry and
tried again at Calais. The man failed to cross the border on both occasions.
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ACRO’s work is not confined to bringing offenders
to justice in the UK. Work on european projects
alongside activities to engage with non EU
countries around the world helps to ensure a
joined up approach to bringing offenders to

Bring offenders to
justice

EFEN Project
staff will be hosting a

conference in September

2014, with representatives
The ECRIS* Fingerprint Exchange Network
invited from all EU
(EFEN) Project, jointly funded by the EU
Member States, to
Commission and ACRO, is due to conclude in
present their findings.
October 2014. The Project has enabled the
exchange of fingerprints with foreign conviction
data, and its work has helped police ensure that the
person that they have arrested, is who they say they
are and that any subsequent conviction is passed with the
full knowledge of that individual’s past offending.
Additionally all of the certificates that ACRO produces help
to ensure that those prevented from certain types of work
and working in some locations are unable to circumvent
the restrictions placed upon them. By restricting their
movements and ensuring that they meet any reporting
requirements (including alerting the authorities of their
intent to travel), ACRO is able to help in ensuring that
offenders are brought to justice and prevented from
absconding or harming vulnerable individuals by leaving the
UK.
ACRO also works to identify foreign criminals who are known
to have been convicted of serious offences such as rape and
murder overseas. This ensures that they can be managed in
accordance with any conditions imposed as a result of their
convictions in the country that passed sentence and helps
to protect UK communities from those that pose harm.
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*European Criminal Records Information System

ACRO works
on behalf of the
Ministry of Justice to
add the offences UK

nationals convicted
overseas to PNC if
they return to the UK to
complete their prison
sentences.

ACRO transferred
the ViSOR records of

24 UK nationals
to their local force in April
2014 allowing them to be

effectively managed at
a local level so communities
can be protected.
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ACRO’s accounts are produced under the financial management of Hampshire Constabulary,

Finance and Accounts
Income
ACRO
PNC Charge

Expenditure

£

Employee related
904,879

IT and communications

which has continued to provide support throughout 2013/14. They show ACRO’s financial

£
6,287,923

position in terms of revenue and expenditure on services, capital expenditure and ongoing
operations and will be audited under Hampshire Constabulary arrangements in June/July
2014.

571,079

Other Income

74,517

Premises

1,431,586

During 2013/14 ACRO spent £12.54m against an income of £13.27m, with £4m retained

Interest

17,133

2,030,850

in a deposit account as provision against financial liability. This was a prerequisite of the

Home Office Funding

Supplies and services
Transport related

International Portfolio 		

Travel and subsistence

237,619

Charitable donations

31,104

Contribution to European Projects
Additional surety to PCC for
Hampshire

102,676

3,906,161

UKCA-ECR
European Criminal Record
Information System (ECRIS)
NEU-ECR
Other non-Home Office

7,327

1,843,900

13,146

NPA
Subject Access
ICPC
Other
Total income
Operating Surplus

mitigate the risk associated with IT, personnel and estates management.
ACRO continues to receive funds from police force PNC subscriptions of approximately £900k
(2013/14). Additional revenue of £7.2m has been generated from the Police Certificates
service provided by ACRO. Additional self funding initiatives have helped to support this
income.

Service Income
Police Certificates

Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) signing the lease on ACRO’s premises. The surety helps

7,199,358

PNC subscription funding is used to provide services back to police forces over the financial

412,737

year. Further funding of £3.9m has been provided by the Home Office to support ICCE work

295,718
423,831

and support operational policing via the Interpol route.
In June 2009 ACRO took responsibility for the BRC of the National Microfiche Library. The

25,000
13,272,480

Total expenditure

12,544,064

728,416

commitment needed for this is maintained at approximately £400,000 p.a.
ACRO is a co-financing partner with the European Commission and is currently managing
a Project to establish an EFEN within Member States. ACRO’s income over expenditure is

Notes: The surety of £2.25m lodged with the PCC has been increased to £4m as
mitigation against the risk of ACRO being unable to meet any outstanding lease payments
and provision against future liabilities.
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reinvested to save police forces having to find additional funding for unavoidable national
commitments. This will continue to be central to ACRO’s strategic planning and represents
a pragmatic and robust approach to financial management.
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What our partners say

“

INTERPOL Fingerprint Unit and our 190 member countries are benefitting from the
working relationship with ACRO in several ways. Firstly by the secondment of an ACRO
admin support officer on a rotating six month assignment, this person’s duties include
receiving the fingerprint requests from ACRO, returning hit results to ACRO, preparing
presentations, managing office meetings and replying to all member countries the
results of international fingerprint searches.
ACRO has provided more than 40,000 fingerprint forms for search and filing. We are
now seeing every week hits made by ACRO data against other countries’ stored data.
Recently we are now seeing more and more hits against the stored ACRO data which
shows that criminals have travelled from the UK to another member country and
committing crimes. We encourage other member countries to follow on the lead taken
by ACRO in developing international fingerprint exchange through INTERPOL.

“

Mark Branchflower - Head of Fingerprint Department - Interpol

“

Working with the ACRO Team has broadened both my
knowledge on foreign conviction exchange and allowed
me to meet some real ‘can do’ people. Our current
work to develop international conviction exchange
We continue to enjoy
of the foreign UK prison population sees ACRO at
a close working relationship
the forefront of systems development and I am
with colleagues at ACRO, to deliver
thoroughly looking forward to building on our
government policy for improving
successes to date.

international flows of criminality
information. ACRO’s expertise and dedication
has helped the UK to deliver a huge increase in
information exchange over the last year and
with their continued support we look forward
to further success in the coming year.

Photograph shows ACRO’s Amy Middleton, a recent secondee to Interpol

“
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Stuart Blackley - FNO Criminality
Programme Manager - Home Office

“

“

John Fleming - Inspector (MPS secondment)
International Criminality and Extradition
Directorate - Home Office
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Behind the scenes

Reducing our impact on the environment
In order to reduce ACRO’s impact on the environment, secure shredding bins for
confidential waste and recycling bins for cardboard, tin cans and plastic bottles
have been provided for staff use.
All staff are given driver awareness training that demonstrates how to reduce
emissions and fuel bills and promotes safe driving. Staff who frequently drive
during the course of their work attend practical driving sessions to further raise
their awareness of safe driving.

Charity
Fundraising
Charity fundraising days are an important
part of ACRO life. We hold four fundraising
days per year two for local charities which are
nominated by staff, and two national charities.
The days typically involve a dress down, bake
sale, raffle, puzzles and more.
In 2013, ACRO raised £1,600.58 and in total
ACRO has raised more than £7,500 for
charity. We will continue to fundraise
and support charities in the
future.
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ACRO works with suppliers and contractors to ensure items such as cleaning
products are eco friendly and, where possible, purchased from managed
resources. ACRO manages procurement to ensure bulk purchasing to reduce
its carbon footprint with fewer deliveries. Suppliers are also encouraged to
use recycled packing materials. All printer toners are sent for recycling by
a professional company.

Volunteering
Every year the ACRO Staff Representatives Group co-ordinates an initiative to
‘give something back’. The aim is to help our local community by providing support
and our time where it is needed.
ACRO staff have worked on six different projects and are looking for different
volunteering opportunities for 2014. A total of 80 staff days have been dedicated
to work ranging from helping wrap Christmas presents for Naomi House (Children’s
Hospice) to assisting Fareham Borough Council with conservation projects.
We have a high take up from staff to be involved in the volunteer days and hope
to build on our working relationships with the local community.
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ACRO Objectives 2014/15
Proactively communicate and promote the full range of services offered in order to acquire new
business.

Provide operational support and advisory services to various ACPO portfolio leads, government ministries,
non-departmental public bodies and executive agencies on matters relating to the management of
criminality information.

i) 	Rollout capability for on-line certificates.

Expand the use of Police National Computer services by non-police
ii) 	
agencies by 10%.

Develop an enriched working environment in which the well being of staff and their professional
development is embedded with ACRO culture.
i)	Enhance office accommodation to facilitate future growth and business needs.
ii)

To provide all staff with accessibility to basic health guidance.

iii)

Improve career progression opportunities within the workforce.

i)	Participate in national working groups, considering the effects of legislative change on
the retention and disclosure of criminal records and associated biometrics, held by the
police service.
ii)	Support the use of the International Child Protection Certificate service in partnership
with the Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre, to increase uptake in relevant
organisations overseas.

Work with UK government departments and the National Crime Agency (NCA) to establish bilateral
agreements with countries where the greatest benefits to policing and public protection will arise
from the exchange of criminal conviction information and fingerprints.
i)

Develop an analytical capability under the National Intelligence Model (NIM) to identify transnational
criminality, to inform law enforcement and bring offenders to justice.

Establish three bilateral agreements.

ii) 	Increase the percentage of responses to requests for criminal conviction information
from identified priority countries.

i)	Provide an international knowledge base to identify national and international threats,
risks, harm and vulnerabilities posed by foreign national offenders, UK nationals
offending overseas and organised crime.
ii) 	Produce a NIM analytical product focusing on identifying organised crime and organised
crime groups from information received and produced by ACRO.
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ACPO Criminal Records Office
PO Box 481
Fareham
Hampshire
PO14 9FS
T: +44 (0)845 60 13 999
E: enquiries@acro.pnn.police.uk
W: www.acro.police.co.uk

This publication is also available for download at:
www.acro.police.uk/publication_scheme.aspx.

